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Privileged access is a primary attack vector and the 
attack surface is expansive and dynamic thanks to an 
explosion of cloud use and an increasing reliance on 
SaaS resources. This complexity makes it harder to 
monitor for privileged access risks. 

The old approach of vaulting privileged 
accounts merely centralizes risk 
rather than reducing it. And, with 
high on-premises infrastructure costs 
and limited oversight across hybrid 
multi-cloud, infrastructure, and SaaS 
applications, it’s no wonder that 
organizations are seeking a more agile, 
risk-based approach to PAM.

An Agile Alternative to Infrastructure-
Based PAM

Saviynt’s #1 Identity Cloud platform 
converges identity governance with 
just-in-time privilege to provide least 
privilege role elevation.  Benefit from 
a single control plane for privilege 
access management across clouds, 
infrastructure, and applications so you 
can view granular risks in real time and 
take immediate action. 

Secure your multi-cloud footprint 
with continuous monitoring for 
misconfigurations and built-in cloud 
infrastructure entitlements and 
posture management. Initiate 
certification campaigns to govern user 
access and cloud risks.

Establish Identity-Driven  
PAM Governance

By combining privileged access and 
identity governance on a unified 
platform, you’ll be able to: 

 y Streamline privileged access 
management for user and service 
identities across any platform and 
application 

 y Make smarter decisions with 
governance-driven risk data and AI-
informed privileged access data 

Make Just-in-Time PAM a Reality

Advance your Zero Trust goals with 
true IGA and PAM convergence. 
Leverage identity “roles” to administer 
time-bound, role-based privileged 
sessions. Enable just-in-time (JIT) 
access that provides users with 
elevated access to resources and 
monitor privileged activity as it is 
occurring or access the session 
recording later. Once the privileged 
session is terminated, access  
goes away.

  Single control plane for 
identities, infrastructure, 
and applications

  Reduce risk exposure 
by implementing least 
privileged access 

  Provision time-bound 
privileged access

  Accelerate Zero Trust 
adoption

  Simplify governance 
with PAM and IGA in one 
cloud platform
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Saviynt Identity Cloud

Saviynt’s born-in-the-cloud 
converged identity platform 
powers and protects the world’s 
largest and most complex 
organizations everywhere.

See everything,  
protect everything 

Eliminate security blind spots 
with granular visibility of every 
identity across your complete 
technology ecosystem.

Secure every identity with  
Zero Trust 

Enforce least privilege and 
enable just-in-time access to 
make Zero Trust the foundation 
of your identity security. 

Power your business with 
continuous compliance

Establish PAM governance from 
day one with built-in identity 
lifecycle management.

Tame identity  
security complexity

Eliminate legacy costs, simplify 
compliance and unleash user 
productivity with the power of 
identity convergence. 

Lower cost and transform ROI

Eliminate the cost of legacy and 
point solutions with intelligent 
automation that boosts 
workforce productivity and 
delivers value from day one.

Continuously Discover Cloud Risks 

Traditional PAM solutions scan 
environments at fixed intervals, but 
cloud resources are constantly scaling 
up and down. Saviynt’s cloud-native 
PAM solution discovers changes 
occurring within elastic workloads, 
new privileged accounts, and access 
in real-time. Identify misconfigured 
objects and automatically trigger 
remediation steps, such as terminating 
a session and removing a  
user’s access. 

Collaborate Securely With  
External Users

Use just-in-time access provisioning 
to reduce risk and audit third party 
activities. Remote privileged access 
enables outside partners, suppliers, 
and contractors often require elevated 
access to critical systems and data. 

Establish more trust and control with:

 y Secure, seamless onboarding

 y Defined roles and entitlements

 y Time-bound role elevation

 y Session monitoring with intelligent 
notification 

Simplify Deployment  
and Management

Say goodbye to complex deployments, 
shrink TCO, and achieve rapid ROI 
with no on-prem infrastructure and 
an efficient user experience. Onboard 
applications with a simple wizard that 
includes real-time account, workload, 
and entitlement discovery.

Make it easy for your IT teams to do 
the right things with an intuitive user 
interface and experience. 
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ABOUT SAVIYNT 
Saviynt empowers enterprises to secure their digital transformation, safeguard critical assets, and meet regulatory compliance. With 
a vision to provide a secure and compliant future for all enterprises, Saviynt’s cutting-edge solutions have been recognized as industry 
leaders. For more information, please visit www.saviynt.com.

View & manage risk 
across clouds, SaaS, 
DevOps, infrastructure, 
and applications
Provision just-in-time 
privileged access

Monitor activity in 
real-time

Eliminate over-
privileged accounts

Next Steps

Discover why analysts like Enterprise 
Management Associates (EMA) 
rate Saviynt as a privilege access 
governance leader

Get a demo of Saviynt PAM
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